environment [3] [4] . In last two decades, several groups have reported lasing in colloidal PhCs implanted with several highly efficient luminescent components such as laser dyes [4] [5] [6] , semiconductors [7] , and rare earth ions [8] . In one of our earlier report, micro-cavity lasing was obtained in PhC synthesized using rhodamine-B (Rh-B) dye doped polystyrene (PS) spheres. Stimulated emission of the dye was obtained at 585 nm with a lasing threshold of 7.8 mJ pump energy in a well ordered highly reflecting (~70%) PhC [4] . Efforts toward developing such small volume or miniature lasers gained momentum in a new direction with the advent of random laser (RL).
Random lasing is a process of light amplification via multiple scattering owing to inherent randomness existing in a high-gain disordered medium. This phenomenon was theoretically predicted by Letokhov in 1968 [9] and subsequently demonstrated in various materials ranging from ceramic [10] , semiconductor powder [11] , nanostructure [12] , dye solution [13] , cholesteric crystal [14] , quantum dot [15] and biological tissues [16] .Two crucial conditions for RL are; availability of high gain and large level of scattering in the medium enabling emission to amplify and grow exponentially [17] . Unlike conventional feedback in lasers, multiple scattering of light provides feedback in a disordered medium. A diffused propagation of light in a random medium provides incoherent feedback and corresponding lasing results in the form of a smooth spectral distribution. However, when feedback occurs from interference of light, it is called coherent feedback and lasing is obtained in the form of several narrow emission lines or spikes [11] . After Garcia el. al. reported an innovative 3-dimensional system, called photonic glass (Ph-G) [18] , designs for RL based miniature lasers moved towards Ph-G samples.
Similar to PhC, Ph-G are also composed of mono-dispersed polymeric spheres of size comparable to the wavelength of light but unlike PhC these spheres are arranged in a completely disordered manner in Ph-G.
Simple configuration and facile preparation make Ph-G useful for interesting applications such as, white paint [19] , coherent back scattering [20] , and random lasers. Here we report random lasing from Rh-B dye attached to PS micro-particles. For our study, commercial aqueous colloidal suspensions of bare and Rh-B dye doped PS (PSRhB) spheres having diameter 295nm and 304nm, respectively, were used. Two random environments were generated using these spheres. In the first case, PS and PSRhB micro-particle suspensions were mixed to form binary colloidal mixture solution. In the second case, Ph-G samples were synthesized on glass substrates by drying these colloidal mixture solutions in ambient conditions. Mismatch in the micro-particle properties and their sphere diameters restricted periodic arrangement of spheres and disordered Ph-G were formed on the substrate. The PSRhB micro-spheres served as gain medium and the bare PS spheres performed as scattering centres in both random media reported in this study. A number of mixture solutions and Ph-G samples containing different volume fractions of PS and PSRhB spheres were examined. Since Rh-B is an efficient absorber at 532 nm, the samples were pumped using second harmonic of Nd:YAG laser and emissions were recorded at different pump energies using optical fibre based spectrometer. Gain narrowing appeared in both binary colloidal solution and Ph-G when the number density of PSRhB spheres was typically about 4.8 x 10 8 particles/μL in the sample. Lasing threshold in Ph-G was observed to be lower than the lasing threshold obtained in case of colloidal mixture solution. Our present results on Ph-G were also compared with the results obtained in our earlier studies for PhC synthesized by inward growing selfassembly technique using PSRhB spheres. In that case, the optical feedback occurred via reflections from Bragg planes of the crystal [4] . Aqueous colloidal solutions of bare and Rh-B dye doped PS spheres (dye concentration of 0.09 wt %) with particle diameters 295 nm and 304 nm, respectively, were commercially obtained from M/s Microparticles GmbH, Germany. Measured volumes of these two master solutions were mixed in pre-selected proportions to prepare sample mixture solutions for our study. Incorporating dye molecules into polymer beads has several advantages over a homogeneous dye solution. The polymer spheres not only provide protection to dye molecules against degradation and aggregation, but also make preparation of dye solution in any solvent (including solvents where dye solubility is low) possible without requiring additives. Additionally, possibility of self-quenching of dye emission resulting from insolubility and chemical reaction of dye is minimized in such an environment [24, 25] . For our study, standard 100 μL samples of PS and PSRhB colloidal suspensions used were estimated to have 5.48 x 10 11 and 1.69 x 10 11 spheres, respectively. RL characterizations were done in two types of disordered environment. In first case, a fixed volume of PS particles (300 μL) which corresponds to a total number of 1.6 x 10 12 spheres was mixed with PSRhB sphere suspension with volume ranging from 30 μL to 500 μL. Our previous studies had shown that number density of PS scatterers in the range of 2 x 10 12 particle/cm 3 provided optimum feedback for random lasing [16] . Hence, starting with a sample of bare PS sphere suspension having 5.48 x 10 12 particles/cm 3 systematic addition of dyed beads in the mixture was done to evaluate minimum number density of PSRhB particles which was required for lasing action to initiate and also to determine effect of number density of PSRhB particles on lasing. This binary colloidal mixture was housed in a quartz cuvette (optical path length of 1 cm) and sealed to avoid solvent evaporation. Lasing threshold and change in spectral width were measured as a function of the number density of the dyed micro-particles in the mixture.
Next, various Ph-G samples were synthesized using colloidal suspension mixture containing similar volume ratios of bare and dyed particles as studied in binary solutions in the first part of our investigations. A measured volume (250 μL) of each mixture was placed on a clean hydrophilic glass slide (1 cm x 1 cm) and left to dry in ambient. The solution when dropped on the glass slide formed a convex surface. Regions near the boundary of the drop were thinner than the centre and therefore dried faster. Resulting density gradient, eventually resulted in micro-particles flowing outwards and a large fraction of spheres settled at the periphery of the substrate. This resulted in a thick boundary of fabricated Ph-G. In preparation of Ph-G, the main aim was to prevent spheres from forming ordered layers. Difference in micro-particle properties and mismatch in their particle sizes prevented ordering and provoked colloidal flocculation of the spheres in the suspension and this resulted in cluster formation. After reaching a critical size, these clusters settled down arbitrarily and prohibited periodic self-assembly. Therefore, the resultant thin film generated contained a random distribution of disordered clusters of micro-particles. Multiple scattering from bare PS spheres provided optical feedback to the gain (Rh-B dye) present on PSRhB spheres and amplification occurred. A schematic of Ph-G containing bare (open circles) and dyed (filled circles) PS sphere with multiple scattering and multi-directional lasing is shown in Fig. 1 . For comparison, inset in Fig. 1 shows a schematic of a typical PhC fabricated by inward-growing selfassembly technique using PSRhB spheres [4] .
Both binary colloidal mixtures and Ph-G samples were pumped with second harmonic of Nd:YAG laser delivering pulses at 10 Hz (repetition rate), pulse duration of 6 ns and at wavelength of 532 nm. Emissions from the samples at 30 o with respect to normal were collected using an optical fibre based spectrometer.
Surface morphology of the Ph-G was examined under scanning electron microscope (SEM) and optical reflectivity of Ph-G sample was measured with a white light and an optical fibre based spectrometer.
For fluorescence decay lifetime measurements a time-correlated single-photon-counting spectrometer (1BH, UK) was used. In this case, the excitation source was a pulsed light emitting diode at 490 nm delivering 1.3 ns pulses at 1 MHz pulse repetition rate. Decay signals at various wavelengths were recorded using a photomultiplier tube. The observed fluorescence decay was analyzed by a convolution procedure using a proper instrument response function. and therefore, spectral narrowing was not observed even at high pump energy of 11.88 mJ, as shown in Fig. 3a . Fig. 3b shows the emission spectra of binary colloidal mixture containing ~ 28% volume fraction of PSRhB sphere solution and this corresponds to 4.83 x 10 8 particles/μL. For this, 120 μL of PSRhB spheres solution was added to 300 μL of PS spheres suspension; this resulted in an effective reduction in number density of scatterers to 3.80 x 10 9 particles/μL. The broad spontaneous emission of the dye observed at pump energy of 2.67 mJ got spectrally compressed into a sharp narrow emission for pump energy of 11.88 mJ in this case, as shown in Fig.   3b . The lasing peak was centered at 598 nm. Fig. 3c and 3d show emission spectra of binary colloidal mixture solutions containing 50% and 62% of volume fractions of PSRhB sphere solution, respectively. Addition of PSRhB sphere solution increased the number density of dye particles to 8.45 x 10 8 particles/μL (50%) and 1.05 x 10 9 particles/μL (62%). However, addition of PSRhB sphere solution automatically reduced the number density of PS sphere to 2.67 x 10 9 particles/μL ( Fig. 3c ) and 2.05 x 10 9 particles/μL (Fig. 3d) in the binary colloidal mixture. A red shift of lasing peak by 10 nm observed between Fig. 3b and 3d occurred largely due to self absorption because of the relatively larger number density of dyed particles in the solution. spheres does increase the number density of dye spheres in the suspension, resulting in enhanced gain which is expected to aid laser action in the medium. However, there occurs a simultaneous reduction in scatterer concentration from 90% to 37%, which has a counteractive effect through reduced feedback. The lasing threshold remained largely unchanged as shown in Fig. 4a . Effects arising from increased concentration of gain centers along with reduced concentration of scattering centers countered each other leading to a nearly similar spectral trend and spectral widths being observed in all these cases (Fig. 3b-3d) . Lasing action in a colloidal solution consisting of only PSRhB spheres could not be observed in our present study, suggesting that feedback in such a medium was inadequate for random lasing to occur. Martin et al. did observe lasing in Rhodamine-6G doped PS sphere suspension but feedback in their case was provided by a 90% reflective aluminium mirror and the end lateral face of the quartz cell containing the suspension. In case of Ph-G, emission measurements were performed using the uniform thick peripheral region of the Ph-G samples described in Section-2. Fig. 5a shows, pump energy dependent emission spectra of Ph-G synthesized using colloidal mixture solution containing 50% of PSRhB colloidal solution. Spectral narrowing was observed for pump energy ~ 1.52 mJ and above. Gain narrowing with a smooth spectral profile consisting of single lasing peak indicated incoherent feedback in the system. higher lasing threshold of hundred of kWcm -2 [22] . Hence, our results suggest that addition of scatterers in the Ph-G disordered medium facilitates efficient random lasing by providing necessary feedback. 8 number/μL) and above of PSRhB particle suspension. Similar volume ratios of bare and dyed particles in binary colloidal mixture solution too had shown spectral narrowing (Fig. 3b ). This suggests, on an average, about 10 times more number of scatterers were required in comparison to dyed beads to obtain spectral narrowing. In comparison to binary colloidal solution, a marginal reduction in spectral width was observed in Ph-G on addition of (33 % & 50 %) PSRhB colloidal solution. Fig. 6b shows FWHM of emission spectra recorded at 9.80 mJ pump energy for Ph-G samples containing different volumes of PSRhB spheres.
Results and discussion:
Lasing threshold in Ph-G (1.5 mJ) was observed to be lower than threshold in binary colloidal solution (4.2 mJ). The main difference between binary suspension and Ph-G was the environment seen by the dye molecules in these two cases. The lower lasing threshold in Ph-G could arise most probably due to combined effect of larger filling fraction of the dyed beads, hence higher gain per unit length, and a high refractive index contrast between PS and air which provided stronger scattering effects. The index contrast in case of binary suspension solution between water and PS being much less than index contrast between PS and air effective in Ph-G, stronger scattering is expected in Ph-G.
Although, any arbitrary distribution of poly-dispersed particles, grains or clusters can form a random environment, in Ph-G monodispersity of particles leads to a resonant behaviour. A suitable choice of diameter and refractive index of the mono-dispersed spheres can result in scattering resonance within the gain wavelength range, thereby, providing a control over the lasing wavelength [27] . Additionally, mono-dispersity provides uniform filling fraction in the sample ensuring reproducible scattering length and emission property across the sample [28] . Ph-G is distinguished from PhC by their significantly different structural and optical properties.
Mechanism of optical feedback by scattering in Ph-G is much different from the mechanism of feedback in case of PhC [4] . Micro-cavity lasing from PhC synthesized using PSRhB micro-particles with sphere diameter 302 nm has been reported [4] . Lasing peak at 587 nm with FWHM of 9 nm and a lasing threshold of 7.3 mJ was reported [4] . The lasing wavelength exactly matched with the photonic band edge and the stimulated emission observed in case of PhC was accompanied by a broad amplified spontaneous emission band. Larger density of states available at the photonic band edge supported Bloch lasing in PhC. The lasing cavity was further improved by gold coating the top surface of the PhC [29] .
As reported earlier, the fluorescence decay lifetime of RhB dye was observed to be longer in PhC environment in comparison to its lifetime in ethanolic solution [30] . In PSRhB micro-particle based PhC when recorded at 590 nm, Rh-B dye showed bi-exponential decay with a longer decay component of 4.09 ns. This value was larger than decay lifetime of the dye in solution ~ 2.73 ns [30] . Due to larger density of states available at PhC band edge, a faster decay of Rh-B for wavelengths matching the photonic band edges was expected. In present study, we compared the fluorescence decay lifetime obtained at different wavelengths of Rh-B dye when embedded in: (a) Ph-G and (b) PhC matrices. dye molecules therefore restricting molecular mobility hence reducing the probability of non-radiative decay pathways [24] . Multi-exponential decay nature of Rh-B in PhC and Ph-G environment can be attributed to subensembles of dye molecules undergoing different interaction within their solid environment [31] . Since the fluorescing dye in both PhC and Ph-G possess similar PS environment, shorter decay at the photonic band edge and variation in lifetime with wavelength in case of PhC confirmed the effect of photonic stop band or the available density of states on the fluorescence decay lifetime of the embedded dye.
We have observed a lower lasing threshold in Ph-G in comparison to PhC. Our results demonstrate Ph-G to be a competitive medium for miniature lasers. Easy to fabricate, such Ph-G samples offer, high diffuse reflection over a broad wavelength range in presence of suitable embedded scatterers enabling emission over a broad wavelength range to be achieved. In contrast, precise synthesis with a demand for large number of defect free periodic layers limit use of PhC. Lasing action in PhC is determined mainly by its stop band wavelength and band gap effects hence restricting the emission spectrum. Hence, RL in a disordered medium is an easier and more effective route to achieving miniature lasers than Bloch lasing in periodic micro-cavity. On the other hand,
Conclusion:
Random lasing was obtained in binary colloidal solution and in Ph-G containing a mixture of bare and dyed PS micro-particles in different volume ratios. Randomly positioned bare PS spheres effectively served as scattering centres and in the absence of a conventional optical cavity both disordered media worked as small volume lasers. Because of higher refractive index contrast and larger filling fraction in Ph-G, the lasing threshold in Ph-G was lower in comparison to binary colloidal mixture solution. In contrast to directional lasing associated with broad amplified spontaneous emission background observed in PhC, lasing with narrow spectral line width was obtained in Ph-G in all directions over a wide wavelength range. Thus, Ph-G based random laser offers a potential alternative for achieving micro-cavity lasers in comparison to Bloch lasing in PhC.
